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Dear Reliability Society Members,
Summer 2007 is upon us, and given this I typically go through my winter to summer check list of items
that helps me to ensure my equipment will be reliable for the next winter season, and is reliable for the
summer season. So, for a bit of anecdotal fun, here is my brief checklist: Completing winter: Wash all
the automobiles that were used in the winter, and flush out all the salt accumulations in the
undercarriage to prevent corrosion, change the oil in the vehicles from a light to medium grade to
handle the summer temps, place a coat of poly sealer on the paint with UV protection, change the oil in
the snowblower, set it so the spark plug is at top dead center, and lube the cylinder again to prevent the
rings from binding to it, pull out the driveway markers as one can now see the driveway versus the
lawn. Continuing… take out all the lawn equipment, and turn over the engines by hand before starting
to insure their cylinders are free moving. I take out a vehicle driven in the summer, put the plugs and
it’s battery back in it, check the air cleaner and exhaust pipes for any unwanted visitors that may have
made a home over the winter months, start it, and let it rise to temperature while allowing the motor to
vent any condensation through the exhaust. Still continuing climb into my attic and expose an opening
to a whole house fan, check the roof sheathing for any signs of leakage, and inspect the roof for any
winter damage. It’s interesting, at the end of all this change I “trust” that everything will work as it did in
the past. Well, that is about it for me, a couple of days preparation to switch seasons and place things
in storage. Clearly, reliability, maintainability, safety, and quality all enter in daily life during a seasonal
swap or reuse of various items that for the most part are taken for granted. If you have any additional
comments or storyline regarding your everyday involvement in reliability at home or in your workplace
I’d like to hear about it, and perhaps publish it in one of our upcoming newsletter.

Inter Society developments:
The Computer Society has agreed to offer “Transactions on Secure and Dependable Computing” to RS members in 2008 at the
discounted Computer Society member price. This is a great way to provide value added to RS and I hope that those of you who
have an interest in this cross functional space will take advantage of this offer.
A Biometrics Council was proposed at the June Technical Activities Board (TAB) meeting. Our ADCOM will discuss joining this
Council in our September meeting. Clearly, there are many reliability related issues associated with biometrics, and we as a
society will seriously consider joining this council.
SSIRI (Secure System Integration and Reliability Improvements) will take place in Yokohama, Japan, on the dates of July 15-17,
2008. This conference is jointly sponsored by the Reliability and the System, Man, and Cybernetics Societies. For more
information, and your possible involvement in the conference, please contact the conference general chairman, Dr. S. Fukuda at
s.fukuda@ieee.org.
Upcoming events:
September 7, 2007 -- Student Lecture and Info Session being held at Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, New York. The IEEE
Reliability Society will be presenting a one-day symposium on Developing Highly Reliable and Trustworthy Products and
Systems. A program brochure will be posted on the IEEE Reliability Society web site shortly.
Division VI Director Election: As an RS member, you will soon be asked to vote for our next division director. As President of
our Society, I ask you to consider the candidates and to exercise your vote. Their respective statements will be included in the
ballot. There are two worthy candidates this year, Mark Montrose and Jeff Voas.
ADCOM Elections: We will soon be conducting our RS ADCOM election. If you are interested in becoming involved in the
workings and management of our Society, please send me an e-mail with your bio to wtonti@ieee.org.
IIRW: The International Integrated Reliability Workshop will be held on October 15-18, 2007, at the Stanford Sierra camp,
located on Fallen Leaf Lake in South Lake Tahoe. If you are interested in an informal highly technical semiconductor reliability

venue, this conference will not disappoint you. (www.iirw.org)
ISSRE: International Symposium on Software Reliability will be held on November 5-9, 2007, at Trollhaettan, Sweden. This
symposium concentrates on the practice and theory of software systems reliability engineering. (www.issre.org).
We are always looking for ways to enhance our impact and contributions to the reliability profession. The Technical Operations areas,
under Sam Keene, VP of Technical Operations, is our focal point for new technical initiatives. This can be in the realm of new
conferences, new tools, new courses, and / or new specialty focus groups. One continuing area of focus is developing one hour taped
lectures for "IEEE Expert Now " learning modules. We have produced about 6 of these modules to date. Two modules were produced
in the past year were on: 1. "Conducting FMEAs" and 2. "Six Sigma Contributions to Product Reliability". These tutorials are produced
in your own local area with co-operating production studios. Module developers receive an honorarium for their efforts. These modules
serve our members by putting state of the art technology in their easy reach. If you would like to be involved in any of these areas of
Tech Ops please contact Sam ( s.keene@ieee.org).
Technical Activities Board:
The IEEE TAB members board met on June 16, 2007. Attached are some of the highlights:
Approved formation of IEEE Committee on Earth Observations including committee charter and related revisions to the TAB Operations
Manual.
Postponed formation of the IEEE Biometrics Council, allowing them to function as a Committee with the expectation that they will
become a Council in November 2007, pending further discussion on the integration of Society activities.
Approved the IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, IEEE Computer Society and IEEE Consumer Electronics Society's new periodical
proposal (phase two approval - 2008 launch) for IEEE Transactions on Haptics.
Approved the IEEE Computer Society and IEEE Education Society's new periodical proposal (phase two approval - 2008 launch) for
IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies.
Approved the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society's new periodical proposal (phase two approval - 2008 launch) for IEEE
Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing.
Approved the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society's new periodical proposal (phase two approval - 2008 launch) for IEEE
Reviews in Biomedical Engineering.
Approved the IEEE Computer Society's new periodical proposal (phase two approval - 2008 launch) for IEEE Transactions on Services
Computing.
Conducted Mega Issue discussion on the topic, "How can IEEE TechnicalActivities and the IEEE Technical Activities Board (TAB)
provide support toearly career development?" Approved IEEE Technical Activities response,including the assumptions and guiding
principles for the execution of threeresolutions.
IEEE Technical Activities Responses to Support for Early Career Development:
Whereas,
* New career professionals are facing time pressures and require balance between quality of life and return on investment regarding
their participation in a professional organization.
* New career professionals desire to increase their productivity in order to gain competitive advantage and recognition.
* Members join IEEE to enhance their career opportunities, participate in mentoring programs and network with others in the
profession.
* IEEE loses a significant percentage of student members upon graduation.
* Technical professionals, in a variety of fields, are interested in IEEE and its services.
* Many Societies and Councils have activities in place today but there is little coordinated effort and formal sharing of best practices
and resources.
* There are differing needs among those in early stages in their career, as it relates to both transnational membership and different
segments.
* Societies and Councils do not have the resources to offer everyone around the world equal access to all our benefits.
* Early career development is a complex issue because of the diversity of needs and interests spanning from students to early
professional.
* There are significant information gaps within Technical Activities about the needs of these professionals, especially as it relates to
IEEE's global memberships.
Be it resolved that:
* IEEE TAB will facilitate partnering efforts with IEEE Organizational Units and other outside organizations, without interfering with
closely aligned organization relationships, to support programs that meet the needs of those in early career stages.
* TAB Management Committee will define a plan, milestones costs and timeline for establishing these efforts with input from the
Societies. The plan will also include a mechanism for monitoring activities and results. This plan will be presented to TAB for
approval at the November Board Series.
* Further, establishment of the TAB facilitation role shall encourage and support career development activities in individual Societies
to support early career development of their members, and encourages Societies and Councils to form coordinated efforts around

common interests.
One last item, the Reliability Society offers student scholarships for those pursuing an interest in reliability engineering. Up to five
graduate or upper class college scholarships will be awarded each year to students who have demonstrated achievement in their
studies and who have taken at least one course with reliability content. Please visit out website (http://www.ieee.org/portal/site/relsoc/)
for more information.
Regards, and have a safe summer!
Bill Tonti
IEEE Reliability Society President
mailto:wtonti@US.IBM.COM

Fromthe Editor
Welcome to the IEEE Reliability Society e-Newsletter. An issue will be published quarterly and published to the Reliability Society
website.
We welcome your articles, comments or questions. All RS Newsletter inputs should be sent electronically to l.chase@ieee.org.
March
June
September
December

Inputs due February
Inputs due May
Inputs due August
Inputs due November

Notice: Permission to copy without fee all or part of any material without a copyright notice is granted provided that the copies are not
made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, and the title of the publication and its date appear on each copy. To copy material
with a copyright notice requires specific permission. Please direct all inquiries ro requests to IEEE Copyrights Office.
Top

Society News
Notice: Reliability Society Investigating PHM Conference
A Team of Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) advocates are investigating the possibility of initiating a new conference
focused on all aspects of PHM implementation and execution. Other conferences have PHM tracts or sessions, but none seem to focus
on all the needed PHMaspects. The planned conference will encompass System Engineering, system architecture, requirements,
software design, logic / reasoning methods, sensors / devices, and research aspects. If you have a serious interest in PHM, and would
like to help shape this conference as well as get involved in conference management, please contact Dennis Hoffman at
d.hoffman@ieee.org or call him at 817-777-3517.

Reliability Society Scholarships
The IEEE Reliability Society is delighted to award $2000 scholarships to three students who are pursuing reliability-related academic
and professional goals.
Yanping Wu, a Ph.D. Industrial Engineering student at the National University of Singapore, pursuing a degree in Software Reliability.
Ms Wu has completed a number of reliability-related courses, has in impressive publication list, and considerable experience in
presenting papers and participating in IEEE conferences.
Jie Gu, a Ph.D. Mechanical Engineering student from the University of Maryland Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering, who
demonstrated a broad reliability perspective, presented papers at several IEEE conferences.
Christopher Wilson, a Ph.D. Electrical Engineering student who has also presented at an IEEE conference, who is involved in IEEE
student congress, and has exhibited real, applied reliability through his academic research project and his work in industry.

These honorees share several common traits – outstanding references from faculty members with impressive credentials, exceptional
academic achievement, and demonstrated interest in the IEEE and reliability related professional activities. Up to five $2000
scholarships will be awarded each year to students who have demonstrated achievement in their studies and have taken at least one
course with reliability content. We encourage all interested students to apply.
“We are extremely pleased with this outreach effort, and hope that these scholarships encourage students to take an interest in
Reliability Engineering and to understand that reliability is an overarching factor in whatever they may be studying and what they will do
in their career. If you are a student, and have taken a course with reliability content which sparked an interest in reliability, I encourage
you to apply for this scholarship” said Bill Tonti, the President of the IEEE Reliability Society.
Detailed requirements and applications for the scholarship are available here and on the Reliability Society website (http://www.ieee.org
/portal/site/relsoc/) and through school financial aid offices.
Top

Transactionson Relibility (T-REL) - New Issue
Announcing the September issue of the IEEE Transactions on Reliability
This issue is full of our usual quality papers, but also contains a special section on nanotechnology, and an editorial regarding a new
citation impact factor called R-Impact.
We published an unusually large number of systems & networking reliability papers in this issue. But we also have papers covering our

usual topics of software reliability, fault trees, classification trees, resource allocation, statistics, distributions, and testing. A complete
list of titles appearing in the issue are as follows:
Accelerated discrete degradation models for leakage current of ultra-thin gate oxides
Evaluating transient error effects in digital nanometer circuits
Statistical models for hot electron degradation in nano-scaled MOSFET devices
A review of reliability research on nanotechnology
A moving average non-homogeneous poisson process reliability growth model to account for software with repair and system structures
Exploring genetic programming and boosting techniques to model software reliability
Joint failure importance for noncoherent fault trees
Optimal resource allocation for maximizing performance and reliability in tree-structured grid services
Commentary: recent statistical generalization of weibull distributions
An exponential damage model for strength of fibrous composite materials
k-out-of-n:G system reliability with imperfect fault coverage
A classification tree-based approach for the development of minimal cut and path vectors of a capacitated network
A simplistic heuristic algorithm for generating all minimal paths
Ternary state circular sequential k-out-of-n congestion system
K-terminal network reliability measures with binary decision diagrams
Reliability for a consecutive-k system with sparse d
Reliability analysis of non-redundant and redundant systems containing components of identical or different types
Reliability and profit evaluation of a PLC hot standby system based on master-slave concept and two types of repair facilities
Reliability analysis of phased-mission systems with independent component repairs
Classifying weak and strong components using ROC analysis with application to burn-in
Quasi-random testing
Planning step-stress accelerated life tests with two experimental variables
The first four of these papers listed above are in a special section on reliability studies on nanotechnology. Some time ago, we asked for

submissions on this topic, and received several excellent papers. These four were of high quality, and ready for the issue. We expect
to have special section periodically, where we have reserved resources for an aggressive timeline for review.
In fact, in this issue, we have a call for papers on the new topic introduced by our editorial: R-Impact: Reliability-Based Citation Impact
Factor. As introduced by our editorial, “Reliability-based citation impact (R-impact) factor considers the factors of both the citation
impact, and long-lasting impact of published journals as measured by the cited half-life. The R-impact is simple to implement, yet a
meaningful measure, which is defined as the cited half-life multiplied by the citation impact factor.” We are motivated by our
Transactions mature subject, and the fact that the current measures of performance put mature topics at a disadvantage we believe is
unfair.
Eager for the issue to be published? Don’t wait until September. Any day now, perhaps already, these papers will be pre-published on
line on IEEExplore, as always.
We hope you enjoy the latest issue of our Transactions. We hope to receive your manuscripts in the future, regular papers or
contributions to our special topic on R-impact.
Jason W. Rupe, Ph.D., ME IEEE TR
Top

ReliabilityEducation Initiative
On line web reliability education (CEUs)
IEEE has launched an innovative new product line called IEEE Expert Now to help IEEE members and customers meet their continuing
professional development needs. IEEE Expert Now is a collection of one hour long online learning courses. Gleaned from the best
IEEE conference tutorials and meetings taking place around the world, the IEEE Expert Now collection currently includes more than 50
titles based on IEEE fields of interest including reliability. Available as a collection to company subscribers who purchase a site license,
IEEE is planning to roll out sales of individual courses via Xplore to IEEE members by the end of March 2007. IEEE members will be
able to purchase each course for $69.95. Each purchase allows the subscriber unlimited access to the course for 30 days from date of
purchase. All courses include a quiz at the end. Those who pass can earn 0.3 continuing education units (CEUs), the credits needed to
maintain professional licenses at no additional cost. The Reliability Society has sponsored the development of 5 courses (listed below)
that will be available for purchase to individuals soon.
1. "Design for Six Sigma" by Samuel Keene (Module Description)
2. "Molecular Electronics, Part 1: Potential and Applications" by Curt Richter
3. "Molecular Electronics, Part 2: Molecular Electronic Device Fabrication and Characterization" by Duncan Stewart
4. "Reliability Analysis of Computer Based Systems Using Dynamic Fault Trees" by Joanne Bechta Dugan
5. "Planning and Performing Failure Mode and Effects Analysis on Software" by Nathaniel Ozarin (Module Description)
To access the Expert Now site visit, www.ieee.org/expertnowieee. More courses are being developed and added to the collection
throughout the year. To access the Expert Now course catalog, visit http://www.ieee.org/web/education/Expert_Now_IEEE
/modules.html. For more information on Expert Now, contact Tara Gallus at t.gallus@ieee.org or Marilyn Catis at mg.catis@ieee.org

Top

Society Solicitations
The IEEE Reliability Society solicites nominations for the following annual society awards. Click here for more information.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reliability Society AdCom Candidates Sought for 2008/2009/2010 Term
The IEEE Reliability Society is seeking candidates for serving on its Administrative Committee (AdCom) for the three-year term that
spans 2008/2009/2010. For clarification, the AdCom manages the operation of the Reliability Society. The candidates need to be a
member of the IEEE Reliability Society and should have both technical and managerial experience. Serving on the AdCom requires
attending periodic AdCom meetings (max of quarterly) and participating in one or more of the following areas of Reliability Society
committee activities:
Technical Operations,
Meetings,
Membership, and/or
Publications.
If you are interested in running for election to become an AdCom member, please apply to Dr. Jeffrey Voas, your Society's Junior Past
President at JEFFREY.M.VOAS@saic.com by no later than 1 July, 2007. Required information for submittal.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reliability Society Engineer of the Year Award for 2007
The IEEE Reliability Society is soliciting nominations for its Reliability Society Engineer of the Year Award for 2007. This award is aimed
to recognize key contributions to the Reliability profession within the last few years. Nominees will be considered according to the
following criteria:
Reliability Contributions
Reliability Technical Contributions
Reliability Management Contributions
Reliability Publications
Contributions to Reliability Education
Professional Services to IEEE
Reliability Society Service
Other IEEE service positions
The last date that nominations may be submitted is 1 October 2007. Send the nominations to Dr. Jeffrey Voas, your Society's Jr. Past
President, at JEFFREY.M.VOAS@saic.com. Click for more information on submittal.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reliability Society Lifetime Achievement Award
The IEEE Reliability Society is soliciting nominations for its Reliability Society Lifetime Achievement Award for 2007. The IEEE Lifetime
Achievement Award was created to recognize "sustained" outstanding contributions to the field of Reliability Engineering. Typically the
contributions will span the career of the individual, usually in excess of "25 years". The contributions meriting this award must clearly be
within the area of Reliability Engineering.
Nominations must be submitted by a peer or supervisor of the nominee. Self nominations or nominations from a member of the IEEE
Reliability Society Nominations and Awards Committee will not be accepted. The nomination package should consist of a one-half page
biography of the nominee plus up to four pages of concise descriptions of the nominee's lifetime accomplishments / achievements.
Nominations may be submitted until the end of September 2007. Send the nominations to Dr. Jeffrey Voas, your Society's Jr. Past
President, at JEFFREY.M.VOAS@saic.com.
Top

Chapter Activities
Boston
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Italy (ESReDA-ESRA Seminar)
Philadelphia
San Diego
Twin Cities
Minnesota Regional Consortium
Top

Technical Operations
Technical Committee Reports
The Reliability Society Annual Technical Report (ATR) for 2007 has been released. It is availaible for viewing in three parts. Part I can
be viewed in with this link. Part II and III will be available in the next two quarterly newsletters.
Society Technical Committee Reorganization
Tech Ops is reforming now into 4 focus areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

System of Systems, Jim McLinn Jmrel2@aol.com lead
Software reliability and six sigma, Sam Keene s.keene@ieee.org
Device reliability, Lou Gullo louis.gullo@ieee.org
Probabilistic Health of Systems and Risk Analysis, Dennis Hoffman dennis.r.hoffman@lmco.com

Our focus is:
- Establishing best practices
- Be a technical source for the reliability community
- Develop and conduct training media
- Publish in the Transactions, Newsletter, and the annual technology report
- Establish and promote networking opportunities
- Establish new conferences in needed focus areas
All members are invited to participate in the redevelopment of the tech ops activities. If you have the interest and time to participate
and contribute and define this technology initiative, please contact the undersigned or any of the tech ops pillar leads identified above.
Sam Keene, VP tech ops s.keene@ieee.org or keenesam@gmail.com
or Shuichi Fukuda (Asian Tech Ops lead) shufukuda@aol.com

Top

Announcements
International Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMSAC) 2007 - Call for Proposals
Summer Safety and Reliability Seminar (SSRS) 2007
International Workshop on Testing Emerging Software Technology (TEST'07)
International Engineering Management Conference 2007

2nd Anual Workshop on Secure Information Systems (SIS '07) Call for Papers

Top

Send questions or comments to Webmaster, IEEE Reliability Society.
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1
MEASURING THE RELIABILITY OF POWER SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS BASED
ON REPAIRABLE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Repairable system analysis is applied to a series of
distribution feeders emanating from a power system zone substation. A probabilistic model
for a repairable system is required to describe the occurrence of events as a function of time.
Conventional methods tend to assume that power system fault outage data (FOD) is
independent of time and that the measure of change, the intensity function O(t) is constant.
This is not always so. Feeders in a state of degradation will have smaller intervals between
faults. Feeders with increasing times between faults will be improving systems. Such systems
can be modelled as a non-homogeneous Poisson Process Model (NHPP . The parameters of
the NHPP intensity function O(t) can be calculated using maximum likelihood estimation or a
graphical methodology bearing in mind that the FOD is multiple censored data.
A fault or outage on a power system feeder may result in part renewal or repair, or a
structure treated for deterioration. At sometime prearranged preventive maintenance will take
place. Emergency repair (ER) or preventive maintenance (PM) reinstates the feeder system
to the same condition as it was just prior to failure. That is the feeder is minimally repaired.
The intensity function O(t) enables the number of expected faults /(t) to be determined over
an interval and a minimal repair cost equation derived incorporating ER and periodic PM. By
means of a minimax solution based on a range of fixed costs times between optimal PM can
be determined and priorities allocated .
Key words: power system feeder, intensity function, emergency repair, preventive
maintenance, Poisson process, fault outage data.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The conventional method of calculating system frequency indices as a measure of distribution
power system reliability performance is to treat feeder fault outage data (FOD) as a
homogeneous Poisson process (HHP) based on the belief that times between failures are
independent1. That is, the FOD is a non terminating sequence of independent and identically
distributed random variables (IID) where events occur randomly and at a constant average
rate as defined by a Poisson distribution:

2

f(t) =

Ot n
* exp(Ot )
n!

(1)

(for n = 0,1,2...........), where O is a constant intensity function, and Ot the expected number of
events in (0,t).
In contrast this work examines the concept of measuring the reliability of power system
feeders based on time to event fault data with the object of assessing the expected number
of system failures which could occur within a specified interval and whether such a system is
improving or deteriorating. That is, the FOD is modelled as a non homogeneous Poisson
Process Model (NHPP) which is a Poisson process in which the intensity function O(t) is not
always constant. The NHPP model is one which is generally used to represent many real
world systems such as switchgear, transformers etc.

Table 1 is typical of a feeder which has both high voltage (HV) and low voltage (LV) circuits.
A fault or outage of consequence may take the form of a broken fitting which will be renewed,
or damaged conductors repaired, or a structure treated for deterioration, or that prearranged
preventive maintenance(PM) take place. For each such event, we assume that repair
reinstates the line as a holistic entity to the same condition as it was just prior to failure. In
these terms the feeder system is minimally repaired. That is, the repair or maintenance
leaves the feeder system in exactly the same condition as it was just before failure. The issue
then arises as to when PM should be put in place.

Replacement components are rarely drawn from the original population and may be of a
different design although possessing the same functionality of the original. Thus, future
serviceability can be affected by imperfect repairs and or the installation of components
whose useful life or time to failure may be better or worse than the replaced component.
The specific failure of a non repairable component, such as an insulator, wood crossarm or a
pole involve only an end of life event in which there is one observed value, its age at “death”,
or if it is still “alive” has reached the end of its useful life. Populations involving such data can
be modelled using Weibull or lognormal distributions 2. In this context the life of the
component is measured by its hazard function ht which is the limit of a conditional probability.

3
This is the limit of the probability that a unit fails for the first and only time in a small interval
given that it has survived to the beginning of that interval.
Table 1: Feeder Data
Feeder Voltage

Date

OFF

ON

Weather

Cause Description

Occurrence Description

PA1

H = HV

18/10/93 11:47 PM

11:48 PM

STM=storm CAUSE NOT FOUND

INCIPIENT/TRANSIENT FAULT

PA1

H

23/01/94

9:05 AM

9:06 AM

AA=animal ANIMAL POSSUM

CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

PA1

H

6/08/94

3:35 PM

3:42 PM

STM

PA1

H

20/11/94

5:37 PM

8:45 PM

STM

PA1

H

7/03/95

3:12 AM

5:13 AM

AA

PA1

H

10/04/95 11:07 AM

11:08 AM

BUSH FIRE

CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

CAUSE NOT FOUND

CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

ANIMAL - POSSUM

MLD=mild CAUSE NOT FOUND

FLASHOVER - LIGHT DAMAGE
CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

PA1

H

6/05/95

3:10 PM

3:11 PM

RN=rain

CAUSE NOT FOUND

PA1

H

6/05/95

3:10 PM

4:25 PM

RN

CAUSE NOT FOUND

BURNT
BURNT

PA1

H

20/09/95

5:15 PM

6:50 PM

STM

INCORRECT ADJUSTMENT

RELAY OUT OF ADJUSTMENT

PA1

H

23/07/96

5:58 AM

7:30 AM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

TO BE DETERMINED

PA1

H

23/07/96

5:58 AM

7:35 AM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

TO BE DETERMINED

PA1

H

23/07/96

5:58 AM

8:25 AM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

TO BE DETERMINED

PA1

H

22/04/97

4:07 PM

4:45 PM

MLD

SAFETY PURPOSES

TRIP OPERATION

PA1

H

1/06/97

2:25 PM

3:11 PM

MLD

OPERATOR ERROR.

OPERATED

PA1

H

2/12/97

6:19 PM

7:16 PM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

PA1

H

2/12/97

6:19 PM

7:21 PM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

PA1

H

9/01/99

8:56 PM

9:22 PM

PA1

H

16/08/99

8:28 PM

9:00 PM

MLD

ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD

OPERATED

PA1

L = LV

2/03/94

1:10 PM

1:55 PM

MLD

SUPPLY MANUALLY INTERRUPTED

PA1

L

20/01/95

8:40 PM

10:50 PM

STM

PA1

L

17/02/95

1:23 PM

9:20 PM

STM

TREE GROWING THRU
MAINS
TREE GROWING THRU
MAINS
CAUSE NOT FOUND

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

31/10/95

6:50 AM

7:35 AM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

22/04/97

2:05 PM

4:45 PM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

11/05/97

2:00 PM

3:20 PM

STM

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

11/07/97

1:07 PM

4:30 PM

MLD

TREE GROWING THRU
MAINS
STRUCK BY VEHICLE

PA1

L

4/09/97

4:49 PM

5:40 PM

RN

STRUCK BY VEHICLE

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

30/05/98

4:54 PM

5:40 PM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

18/06/98

8:05 PM

8:35 PM

MLD

ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

23/06/98

6:05 PM

7:00 PM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

FUSE BLOWN

PA1

L

30/12/98 11:05 AM

11:45 AM

MLD

CAUSE NOT FOUND

BURNT

PA1

L

10/11/99 10:15 AM

11:40 AM

MLD

STRUCK BY VEHICLE

MECHANICAL DAMAGE

AA=animal ANIMAL ATTACK - POSSUM CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP

FUSE BLOWN

TO BE DETERMINED

In this work repairable system analysis is applied to a series of distribution feeders emanating
from a major zone substation supplying mainly urban customers. The feeders are a mixture
of underground and overhead construction with the overhead construction carrying low
voltage circuits. The work follows on from two earlier papers 3 and a series of ongoing utility
workshops 4. The modelling procedure has been developed using EXCEL5 and
MATHEMATICA 6 and in part has a background in forensic legal studies related to power
system failure 7 .
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2.

THE NON HOMOGENOUS POISSON PROCESS

2.1

Feeder Model

When analysing FOD the question one asks is whether there is a trend in the times between
failure. That is, are the times between failure getting longer? Or are they getting shorter? As
an illustration consider the failure data of Table 2 derived from Rigdon and Basu8.
Table 2
failure
N(i)

system 1
ti

system 2
ti

system 3
ti

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

3
9
20
25
41
50
69
91
128
151
182
227

9
20
65
88
104
107
138
143
149
186
208
227

45
76
113
129
152
174
193
199
210
219
224
227

14
12

cumulative failures

10
8
6
4
2
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

cumulative time to failure

Figure 1: Plots of Failures N(ti) against cumulative operating time ti

Figure 1 shows plots of N(ti) ( number of failures) against ti to the twelfth failure. System 1 is
depicted by the upper curve. System 2 by the middle curve and System 3 by the lower curve.
The middle curve (System 2) shows a relatively stable system over the time FOD was
collected. Based on conventional methods this would be treated as a homogeneous Poisson
process (HPP). In System 1 the curvature of the curve is down depicting

reliability

improvement, whereas system 3 shows curvature up indicating reliability deterioration .

5

Figure 2: Plot of Table 1 Feeder Data

Figure 2 is based on six years of feeder FOD. It is right and left censored data, that is, we do
not know what occurred prior to the first observation nor do we know what will occur once
observations cease. Conventional reliability methodology would have normalised this data in
the form of an HPP having a constant intensity function O. However, as will be observed the
data

shows a combination of trends, concave up in the first 650 days indicating a

deterioration in the feeder reliability.

Over the next 500 days, there appears a gradual

improvement in reliability followed by a degree of stability in which reliability is neither
improving or deteriorating. It is these trends that influence system repair and preventive
maintenance as a function of feeder exposure under various environmental states. Feeder
systems for which the plot N(ti) versus ti shows a significant amount of curvature involving a
non stationary process can have the common functional form for the intensity function of:

O (t )

E
t
( ) * ( ) E 1
D
D

(2)

Because the intensity function is proportional to global time t raised to a power, the particular
case of the NHPP is denoted as a power law. As will be observed, if E = 1, then the intensity
function O(t) degenerates into the linear constant E / D and can be expressed in terms of a
HPP.
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As has been previously indicated feeder fault data is truncated, that is it is censored to the
“right” and “left”. Hence, E and D are maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) derived from the
following

n

E

(3)

n1

¦ Ln(tn / ti )
i 1

D

and

tn
n1 / E

(4)

If E > 1 this signals that O(t) is increasing. If E < 1 then O(t) is decreasing.
An alternative technique 9 of deriving E and D is to plot N(ti) against ti on a log-log grid. The
slope of the plot can be obtained as an estimator by regressing ti and N(ti) to obtain the log
expression Ln(LF) = Ln(C) + b(Ln(Age)) whose linear form is the power law At (E-1) as
indicated in Figure 4, the derived intensity function = Ln(LF) = 0.3333 t – 4.806
= 0.00818 t 0.333 from which:
E = 1+ 0.333 = 1.333 and D = 1.3333 / 0.00818 = 163.
The results obtained by maximum likelihood estimation were E = 1.383 and D = 104. giving
a slight divergence from the above.

Figure 4: Duanne Plot

A repairable system modelled as a NHPP with intensity function has a mean function of:

/ (t )
If E = 1.383 and D = 104 then

t

³ O (t )
0

(5)

7

T

/ (t )

³ 0.002245t

0.383

0

the expected number of failures in the intervals is:
E (N [0,100])

= 1

E (N [100, 500])

= 7

E (N [500,1000])

= 14

E (N [1000,1500]) = 17
E (N [1500,2000]) = 19
E (N [2000,2500]) = 21
E (N [2500, 3000]) = 23
IF
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Figure 5: The Variation in the Intensity Function
Since the expected number of failures in these intervals increases over time the system is
deteriorating. The change in the intensity function O(t) is depicted in Figure 5.

2.3

Trend Analysis

A measure of a departure from linearity can be gained by choosing a test statistic and
deriving a probability value (p-value). That devised in 1773 by Laplace, the centroid test,
compares the arrival values with the mid-point of the period of observation expressed as a
function of the normal distribution which for censored data is :
n

U=

(¦ T i / n)  t / 2
i 1

t / 12n

(6)
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where U is the test statistic, t = the last period of observation of the failure event and n =
number of observations.
If :
U < 0 the trend is decreasing with the inter arrival times getting larger (improving), whereas if
U > 0 the inter arrival times is increasing and the inter arrival times are becoming smaller
(deteriorating). The value of U is tested against values of the standard normal variate z to
derive a p-value. For example, the test statistic U = 1.415. Thus, z = 1.415 (from the
standard cumulative normal distribution function tables), hence, )(z) = 0.9207.
The p-value is regarded as a measure of the evidence in favour of (or against) a null
hypothesis. In general, the smaller its value, the stronger the evidence against a null
hypothesis. For example, we can reject the null hypothesis at the 8% s-significance level that
there is no trend, or there is a 92.07% probability in the context of the standard normal variate
that there is deteriorating trend in the FOD 10.

3.

APPLICATION

Table 3 indicates the test statistic U and the E and D MLE’s for each of the six feeders
emanating from the zone substation and for the substation franchise area.
Table 3
Feeder
Area fed
from the
Substation
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

U
-2.53

E
0.99

D
5.14

-1.11
-0.145
-0.28
1.938
1.61
0.181

0.98
1.13
0.86
1.36
1.38
0.85

30
54
21
107
104
25

1. The test statistic in respect of feeders No.1 through to No.3 indicate that there is
sufficient evidence in favour of the null hypothesis of no trend, as does feeder No.6.
However feeders No.4 and No.5 show distinct signs against the null hypothesis of no
trend. This mix of trends results in the test statistic exhibited by the FOD of the area as
a whole to give the impression that a null hypothesis of no trend is in fact true.
2. An examination of the MLE values of E supports the inference drawn from the test statistic
of feeders No1 to No.3 and No.6 in that the E values are close to unity. That is, they
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indicate that the FOD has a HPP characteristic as does the E value of that of the
substation area fed by the feeders. In contrast feeders No.4 and No.5 have E values
greater than one indicating a deteriorating characteristic and as such can be modelled as
a NHPP.
3. Comparison is now made between Feeder No.3 (no trend) and Feeder No.4 (with a
trend).
Figure 6A shows the cumulative FOD data for feeder No.3. The plot of the intensity function
O(t) is shown on Figure 6B. In essence the feeder emulates a HPP characteristic as the
trendline linear is linear. That is, interval between faults remains practically constant at 8
faults per year.
IF
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Figure 6A: Cumulative FOD and Figure 6B: Intensity Function of Feeder No.3
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Figure 7A: Cumulative FOD and Figure 7B: Intensity Function of Feeder No.4
In contrast Figure 7A and 7B show the opposite effect. The trendline of Figure 7A tends to
curve upwards showing a deteriorating system which is reflected in the shape of the intensity
function. The number of faults is estimated to increase from 5 to 16 per year over 3000 days.
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4.

The Maintenance Cost Problem

As indicated earlier feeder systems are in essence subject to minimal repair in that repair or
maintenance of the feeder leaves the system in exactly the same condition as it was just
before failure. Minimal repair includes both emergency repair and or maintenance of a
periodic preventive nature which may involve taking the feeder out of service and include
some form of renewal. In this respect the repair eliminates the failure but does not change
the intensity function. The basic assumption being that maintainability, which is inherent in
the design of the feeder cannot be changed without some form of drastic feeder redesign and
reconstruction.
The relevant expression for the cost criterion is 11:
K(T) =

/ (T )  c
T

(7)

Where the numerator equals
T

n(T) = c(ER) *

E

t

³ (( D ) * (D )

E 1

dt )  c( PM )

(8)

0

and $c(ER) = the cost of an emergency repair.
$c(PM) = the cost of preventive maintenance.

c( ER) *
If E = < 1.0 then n(T )

E
T  c( PE )
D
T

BB+T/,BBB+T/
200
175
150

(9)
BB+T/,BBB+T/
100
80
60

125
100

40

75
50

20

25

Figure 8A

T
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

500

T
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Figure 8B

Figure 8A: Feeder 3 - Minmax Maintenance Costs - Constant O(t)
Figure 8B: Feeder 4 - Minimax Maintenance Cost - Varying O(t)

The problem which the feeder manager faces relates to assessing the costs which may be
allocated to ER and to PM. The sensitivity curves of Figure 8A and Figure 8B are mimimax
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cost curves associated with feeders 3 and 4. In each case c(ER) has been set at an expected
value of $1000.00 per fault and c(PM) ranging from $5000.00 to $10000.00.
In respect of Feeder No.3 we note that the constant intensity function gives rise to the
following combined costs per day per fault (equation (9)) no matter when the preventive
maintenance is carried out:

Feeder No.3
with c(PE) @ $5000
with c(PE) @ $10000

T = 1000 days
$50.45
$55.45

T= 2000 days
$48.00
$50.45

T= 4000 days
$48.00
$48.00

Feeder No.4 having an increasing intensity function exhibits the following:
Feeder No.4

Minimum

with c(PE) @ $5000
with c(PE) @ $7500
with c(PE) @ $10000

$25.5
$28.39
$30.64

Optimal T day
interval for PM
740
997
1232

The optimal cost per fault at T days with an increasing intensity function is:

6.

Feeder No.4

T = 1000

T= 2000

T = 3000

T= 4000

with c(PE) @ $5000

$25.89

$29.31

$32.69

35.66

with c(PE) @ $7500

$28.39

$30.56

$33.53

$36.29

with c(PE) @ $10000

$30.64

$31.89

$34.68

$36.91
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Software Maintainability
Dr. Samuel Keene, FIEEE
Software maintenance, as defined by the IEEE, is the modification of a software product
after delivery to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or to adapt the
product to a changed environment. In today’s large systems, software maintenance is the
major part of the software Life Cycle Cost, with these costs going into fixing, adapting,
and expanding the software capabilities to meet the changing and growing needs of the
users.
Maintainable code is characterized by its greater understandability. Code maintenance
actually begins once the code is first written, while it is being further developed, long
before it is delivered to the end-customer. Software development misunderstanding will
result in errors being made during development, which will be manifest as additional
faults in the new and modified code.
Software reliability impacts the software maintainability. The architecture will be more
maintainable with reliable, fault-free code requiring minimal revision. Code changes will
increase the code complexity and degrade the architecture of the code.
The Code understandability will be augmented by:
• Increasing cohesion of the code modules
• Low coupling between modules, minimizing the interactive impacts of change
• Self describing, longer variable, mnemonic names
• Uniform conventions, structures, naming conventions and data descriptions
• Code modularity will be optimized for best understandability while minimizing
overall code complexity
• Self documenting code
• Commenting will be used to explain extraordinary programming structures
• Code formatted for greatest clarity and understanding
• Modular system architecture providing for configuration flexibility and future
growth.
• A single function or operation allowed per line of source code.
• No negative logic allowed; especially no double negative logic in the coding
• A database will store any configuration parameters expected to change regularly,
allowing them to be changed without affecting operations or changing the
software.
• Consistency of the design, source code, notation, terminology and documentation
• Software design (including flow charts) will be maintained to reflect the current
software code level
• Code will be harmonized after each modification to assure all the above rules are
maintained
Prototypes will be used to help the user and the developer gather experience and promote
better operational and functional definition of the code. Prototype especially helps clarify
the environmental and system exception conditions that the code must handle.

Planned code iterations will be made at periodic intervals to assure proper planning,
inspection, integration and testing of the code to fit it seamlessly into the architecture.
This precludes “rushed” changes forced into the code. The new code changes will go
through the same waterfall development process (Requirements validation, High-level
code inspection, Low-level code inspection, Unit test, SWIT, and System Test) as the
base code. This process maintains the original code development quality and assures the
changes are regression tested. The new code will thus be complete and consistent with
the base code as well as traceable to the design requirements.
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IEEE Expert Now Course Introduction
Design for Six Sigma
This module is produced by Dr Samuel Keene, FIEEE. This tutorial introduces basic Six
Sigma and Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) concepts and terminology. Then 10 DFSS tools are
identified that are high payoff and can be readily applied to new product development.

IEEE Expert Now Course Introduction
Planning and Performing Failure Mode and Effects Analysis on Software
Developers of safety-critical software are sometimes required to perform a
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) on software designs or code. This
kind of analysis examines software at a detailed level to determine whether
a variable that assumes an unexpected value could cause catastrophic or
other undesirable effects on the entire system. While the need to perform
software FMEA is increasingly common, reliability analysts who are familiar
with hardware FMEA haven't a clue how to perform an analysis on software,
and most software developers have no familiarity with FMEA at all.
Fortunately, there is an Expert Now tutorial that explains how to plan and
perform a software FMEA. The tutorial is not a cookbook, but rather
provides a framework for the analysis and explores factors that should be
considered for planning and performing it. The tutorial includes detailed
examples from an actual analysis.

IEEE Reliability Society Newsletter Submission
from the Boston Chapter
May 2007
Greetings, the Boston Chapter has concluded The 06-07 meeting season! Plans for the 07-08 meetings are
well underway. Thanks goes out to all the Boston Reliability Chapter AdCom members who as usual, put
in a lot of effort to make this year’s meetings a success.
Our February monthly meeting was held at Textron Systems in Wilmington MA. The meeting started
off with an interesting introductory talk from Dean Risseeuw from Textron’s Advanced Solutions Center
about the products and system solutions that Textron develops for their customers. This was followed by a
tour of the Textron Wilmington facilities which highlighted Circuit card, sub-system, component
assembly and test capabilities.
We had more than 55 members and guests participate in this meeting. The chapter would like to thank
John Conrad (Textron program mgr. / IEEE Boston section treasurer) for hosting this event and
coordinating all of the meeting arrangements with Textron. The chapter would also like to thank Textron
employees Mark Catizone (General Mgr.), Jim Gorman (V.P. Operations), Sean Dempsey (Ops. Mgr.)
and Ruth Kovacks (tour coordinator, registration & catering) for their efforts in making this meeting a
success!
In March, our meeting was held at RSA, the Security division of EMC in Bedford MA. Gene
Bridgers, Principle reliability engineer for Mercury Computer (Chapter AdCom lecture series chair)
presented: “Some HALT/HASS Practice Variations”. The presentation focused on items that need to be
considered when implementing a HALT/HASS program and how these test methods are impacted, based
on product specifications and environmental requirements.

Gene Bridgers Presenting Halt/Hass Variations (Left), meeting participants at RSA, Bedford MA (Right).
- images courtesy of AdCom member G. Kedem (RSA)

Variations were covered in the fundamental approach to product qualification and what the benefits /
drawbacks are from the business perspective. There was a fair amount of interactive audience
participation, which made this meeting even more successful. We had 44 members & guests in attendance
for this meeting.
We held our annual Lecture Series this year at EMC’s Corporate center located in Hopkinton MA. The
three night lecture series held April 24th-26th was titled: “Introduction to Software Reliability”. This is a
growing area of interest for local reliability practitioners and system solution based high-tech companies.
Steve Rakitin from Software Quality Consulting was the Instructor for the series. This was one of our
most successful lecture series to date, with more than 94 Participants in attendance for the series!

Steve covered three basic areas to be considered when implementing a software reliability process. The
1 night focused on the basic processes that need to be in place to assess and improve software reliability.
The 2nd lecture focused on how to write adequate software product requirements to define the product,
based on specific customer requirements. The 3rd night covered some of the software management tools
used to develop accurate estimates and development schedules, that reflect the actual work activity.
st

Steve Rakitin SLS 07 instructor (Top Left/Right); SLS participants at EMC Corp., Hopkinton MA. (Bottom Left/Right)
- images courtesy of AdCom member Aaron D. (Raytheon)

The Chapter would like to thank EMC Corporation for hosting the lecture series; Steve Rakitin for
providing an engaging and interesting three night lecture; Eddie Robins (Chapter Secretary, SLS
registration chair), Rudy Bauer (Chapter AdCom) for putting in extra hours to plan and coordinate such a
large event for the Boston chapter. The lecture series was very successful, we are hoping to plan more
events like these, in the future!
For the May monthly meeting we returned to RSA in Bedford MA. where Keith Donaldson (President
of Engineered Materials Inc.) and co-author Joe Spitz (President of Liberty Packaging) presented:
"Utilizing packaging to improve electronic Reliability in a post RoHS environment”. Keith reviewed how
today’s environments containing Hydrogen Sulfides, Nitrous Oxides & Sulfur Dioxides effect many of
today’s lead-free RoHS compliant platings & finishes.

Hydrogen Sulfides & Sulfur dioxides in combination with a polluted environment are reactive and
corrosive, impacting component and assembly reliability by damaging lead free platings, solders and
finishes in use today.
Various causes of industrial pollutants such as coal fired power plants (prevalent in developing Pacific
Rim countries) were reviewed along with some of the materials and processes that can be employed to
protect your finished electronic goods from the environment during assembly, manufacturing test,
shipment and long term storage. 43 members and guests participated in the May meeting, samples of
protective packaging, various RoHS articles and presentation copies were made available to attendees. Joe
& Keith followed the meeting with interesting interactive discussions with participants who stayed after
to discuss these issues further.

May 2007 meeting at RSA, Joe Spitz of Liberty Packaging co-author (Left) provides opening remarks. Keith Donaldson
of Engineered Materials Inc. & presenter (Right).
- images courtesy of AdCom member G. Kedem (RSA)

Upcoming Meetings:
The Boston Reliability chapter will resume meetings again in the 2nd week of September. Information
about our 07/08 season meetings should be posted in the August time frame.
If you would like to present a reliability based topic at a future meeting, have suggestions for meeting
topics or ideas about how to improve our meetings, we want to hear from you! Please send an e-mail to
any of the AdCom members or go to our website and use the suggestion tool.
To all our chapter members and guests, have a great time over the summer, we’ll see you again in the fall!
The Boston Reliability chapter advertises upcoming meetings, registers attendees & uploads past
presentations on our web-site:
http://www.ieee.org/bostonrel.
Best Regards,
Aaron C. DerMarderosian Jr.
Chair, Boston Chapter

Cleveland Chapter
�����������������������������������������������
Spring 2007
The Cleveland Chapter had four meetings in this period.
PAST MEETINGS
The January meeting was the Director�s Meeting. Dr. Woodrow Winslow explained the State of the Center. Glenn is being used for
some major Programs in Space and Aeronautics. He discussed the workforce. Plans are in place to higher and train new employees. The
budget has been increased. Constellation, Arose I & V will be funded when Shuttle is de-commissioned in 2010. Scale models are being
built. The Staff is working around the clock to meet the tight schedule. Many facilities here and at PB are being up graded for this work.
The business meeting was very informative. The food was good. Many enjoyed this meeting.
The April meeting was on the Constellation Project. Mark Woodling, PM, explained these new vehicles and how they would be used for
Space Work. Arose I will carry people. Arose V will carry equipment for the missions. The schedule is tight. Models are needed soon. It
is a very good Program for Glenn to have a major role in. Senior Management has done a great job in getting this business for the Lab.
The business meeting suggested that a tour of GMC in the fall be scheduled. This was a very good meeting, good fellowship, and food
made it a fun night.
The March meeting was on Glyco Neutriant�s. Vince Lalli, Chair, explained how the Immune System checks each cell to see if it has 8
sugars in place to be a healthy cell. Building wellness with healthy cells is a good way to put illness in remission. All 8 of the sugars are
needed to do this. They are available in the food that God created for us. We need to eat a well balanced diet, get busy and exercise to
stay healthy, and enjoy life. It was a good meeting. The food was not so good. The steak was over cooked and tough. A comment was
report to the Manager about the steak. Please let us know when you are not satisfied. We will make every effort to correct the matter.
The Spring Roast was our May meeting. It was held at the Picnic Grounds. Ernie Bartone and Jimmy Simek took care of the logistics.
The steaks and fish were excellent again this year. There are no changes in the Officers and Committee Chairs for next year. Please try
to bring new members into the Chapter so we can continue to have growth. It was a great roast with a lot of news; fun, and good
cooking was done.
CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
����
We are supporting �08 RAMS on the Management Committee, with papers, tutorials, and session Chairs and suggestion topics. The
Chapter Staff are all working to make it a big success. Vernon Wessell served as Program Chair in 07. Nice job Vernon.
We are putting together a plan for a Colloquium at CWRU in 2010. The�� Conference will include exhibits, technical sessions,
tutorials, poster sessions, and awards for the best paper and poster. Support for this activity has been obtained from the CS and AESS.
Support is needed from IRIS, IMS, and ISA. The staff is ready, willing, and able to add this activity as a major service to our members
in Cleveland.
�The Assurance Technology Symposium and Risk Management Conference will be held at the Ohio Aerospace Institute in June and
September 2008. There will be presentations, exhibits, training, and splinter meetings in the three and one half day activities. Award for
the best presentation is given.� These activities provide the Safety and Mission Assurance (SMA) community and Project personnel
with a unique opportunity for interchange and interaction on innovative assurance technologies and tools. It promotes dialog and
co-operation with the Projects, Centers, and the SMA community.����
Overall, here in Cleveland we are having fun, staying active, and serving the needs of our members.
Regards,
Vince Lalli, PE
Chair���

Dallas Chapter Activities
By Lon Chase
The Dallas Chapter hosted the following presentation in the last quarter:
Title: "Component Supply Chain management and procurement solutions to ensure authentic
product is delivered on-time to customers"
Date:� Tuesday, April 17, 2007
Speaker: Jeremy Vanselous, GSCS Inc.
Program Summary:
This presentation was on the very relevant subject of counterfeit parts. GSCS, Inc is a Materials
Management company that leverages it's two distinct business units� - Supply Chain Solutions and
Component Solutions -� to ensure the customers component requirements are fulfilled with authentic
product. As part of their process, GSCS subject all product through a Parts Verification and Control
Process flow (i.e., PVCP) to include but not limited to: 100% External Visual; Lot /Date Code
Verification; Physical Dimensions in accordance with the component data sheet / mechanical
specifications; Marking Permanency; Solderability, Destructive Physical Analysis and / or DC Curve
Trace to ensure original manufacturers die. Their Quality and Engineering teams consistently
collaborate with the original component manufacturers to validate lot / date code, original die and
other technical / mechanical data required to validate product authenticity.
Speaker:
Jeremy currently serves as the Director of Supply Chain Solutions for GSCS and is responsible that
customer's needs are addressed and solutions found.. His background includes a 7 year career with
Solectron Corporation where he was a Regional Manager within Solectron’s Field Services
Division.�
Title: "Computer Controlled Sample Preparation Platform for Automated PARALLEL,
X-sectioning, Thinning and Shallow Bevel Polishing to Support Failure Analysis of the Latest
Semiconductor Devices (Front-end and Backend)"
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2007
Speaker: Ms. Efrat Raz, Gatan, Inc.
Program Summary:
IEEE Reliability Society meeting was conducted as a joint meeting with the Electronic Device Failure
Analysis Society (EDFAS) Lone Star Chapter.
This presentation discussed the latest computer controlled polishing systems.� The capabilities were
demonstrated with customers' results images from high resolution optical microscopy, as well as
electron microscopy, SEM, TEM/STEM, SCM, SRM, SIMS, etc. The meeting sponsor was Gatan,
Inc., a world leading manufacturer of instrumentation and software used to enhance and extend the
operation and performance of electron microscopes. There was �a 30 minute social with food and
drinks provided by Gatan prior to the presentation.

Upcoming meetings:
The chapter does not hold meetings over the summer months. �The next upcoming scheduled
meeting is August 22, 2007 – The Dallas IEEE RS will hold another joint meeting with the EDFAS.
Dr. Craig Hillman who is the CEO and Managing Partner for DfR Solutions, will present on the topic
in the area of reliability and understanding failure and root-cause analysis.�

Chapter Officers
Faye Bilger, Chapter Chair
Lon Chase, Past Chair
Milton Tam, Program Chair
Micah Koons, Treasurer
Ron Knerr, Membership
Mike Aranibar, Secretary

Denver Chapter
The Denver Chapter of the Reliability Society has held three meetings so far this
year - for the newsletter publicity
1. Design for Six Sigma for Engineers - Sam Keene, University of Colorado, Boulder,
April 07
2. Integrated Circuit Reliability and Failure Analysis and tour of facility -Steve
Haehn and Jason Hevelone, LSI in Ft Collins, Colorado, May07
3. System Engineering Certificate Program at University of Colorado, Denver,
Adjunct Professor Bill Wood, program co-founder, Denver, June 07
Samuel Keene
Denver RS Chapter Chair

Politecnico di Torino
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1st Announcement
32nd ESReDA Seminar
1st ESReDA-ESRA Seminar
on

Maintenance Modelling and Applications
08-09 May, 2007
Hotel dei Pini
Località Le Bombarde – Alghero (SS) - Italy

Modern engineering systems, like process and energy systems, transport systems, offshore
structures, bridges, pipelines are designed to ensure successful operation throughout the anticipated
service life, in compliance with given safety requirements related to the risk posed to the personnel,
the public and the environment.
Unfortunately, the threat of deterioration processes is always present, so that it is necessary to
install proper maintenance measures to control the development of deterioration and ensure the
performance of the system throughout its service life.

EUROPEAN SAFETY AND RELIABILITY ASSOCIATION
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IEEE reliability Society
Italian Chapter

This requires decisions on what to inspect and maintain, how to inspect and maintain, and when to
inspect and maintain. These decisions are to be taken so as to achieve the maximum benefit from
the control of the degradation process while minimizing the impact on the operation of the system
and other economical and safety consequences.
During the last 10 to 15 years, reliability-based and risk-based approaches have been developed for
the planning of inspections and maintenances. These approaches embed the reliability, availability,
maintenance and safety (RAMS) models within a decision theory framework to minimize overall
service life costs including direct and implied costs of failures, repairs, inspections and
maintenances. They have reached the maturity of practical procedures and are indeed applied in
various industries.
The purpose of this seminar is to provide a forum for discussion and experience-sharing with
regards to the modeling and optimization of maintenance procedures for ageing and deteriorating
engineering and structural components and systems. Corrective, preventive, condition-based and
opportunistic maintenance schemes will be considered, together with the innovative methods of
system health monitoring and fault diagnosis. Both model developments and practical applications
are of interest. Experiences from various industrial fields are mostly appreciated so as to allow a
critical analysis of the differences in practical needs, limitations and difficulties when applying the
different approaches to the specific situations.
Topics:










Methodologies for RAMS and their applications to maintenance
Structural Reliability & Maintenance
Dynamic Maintenance Models
Degradation Mechanisms and Modelling
Maintenance Strategies and Optimisation
Inspection and Detection
System Health Monitoring
Fault Detection and Identification
Industrial Cases

Announcement and relevant information are available on: http://www.esreda.org/ .

SEMINAR ORGANISATION
The seminar is jointly organised by ESReDA, ESRA, Politecnico di Milano and
Politecnico di Torino and co-chaired by
:
Dr. Henrik Kortner (ESReDA) and Prof. Enrico Zio (ESRA)

Organising committee
Micaela Demichela (Politecnico di Torino, I)
Mohamed Eid (CEA, F)

Norberto Piccinini (Politecnico di Torino, I)
Enrico Zio (Politecnico di Milano, I)

Local Organizing Committee
Micaela Demichela (Politecnico di Torino, I)
Norberto Piccinini (Politecnico di Torino, I)
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Program Committee (PC)
ARDILLON
ARNAIZ
BARALDI
BEDFORD
BERENGUER
BLOMBACH
BRIS
DEMICHAELA
EID
FEDELE
GARETTI
KORTNER
LABEAU
LANNOY
PODOFILLINI
RAZA
ROSQVIST
SILVA
SIMOLA
SOLA
VAURIO

Emmanuel
Aitor
Piero
Tim
Christophe
Joerg
Radim
Micaela
Mohamed
Lorenzo
Marco
Henrik
Pierre-Etienne
Andre
Luca
Mohamed
Tony
Santos
Kaisa
Antonio
Jussi

EDF (FR)
Tekniker (S)
Politecnico di Milano (I)
University of Strathclyde (S)
Université de Technologie de Troyes (FR)
Areva (D)
University of Ostrava (CZ)
Politecnico di Torino (I)
CEA (FR), PC Chairman
Universita’ La Sapienza-Roma (I)
Politecnico di Milano (I)
DNV (N)
Université Libre de Bruxelles (B)
IMDR-SdF (FR)
Paul Scherrer Institut (CH)
Alstom (CH)
VTT Industrial Systems (FI)
CPPE/EDP (P)
VTT Industrial Systems (FI)
Iberdrola (S)
Lappeenranta University of Technology (FI)

DATES
07/05, 09:00-17:00
07/05, 14:00-16:30
08/05, 08:30-17:00
08/05, 17:30-19:00
09/05, 08:30-17:00
10/05, 09:00-17:00

: ESReDA Project Groups meeting (open to all), under planning,
: 47th ESReDA Board of Directors
: 32nd ESReDA Seminar/1st ESReDA-ESRA Seminar (1st day)
: 28th ESReDA General Assembly Meeting
: 32nd ESReDA Seminar/1st ESReDA-ESRA Seminar (2nd day and closure)
: ESReDA Project Groups meeting (open to all), under planning

ESReDA Project Group (PG) technical meetings are freely open to all. The final programme will include the detailed
plan of PG meetings.

ACCOMMODATION
Seminar Organiser does not propose any specific accommodation arrangement to the participants. However, a limited
number of rooms are reserved in the Hotel dei Pini where the seminar is held. Priority will be given for earlier booking.
http://www.hoteldeipini.it/
Booking should be effectuated directly with the Hotel dei Pini.
The booking form can also be downloaded from: http://www.polito.it/Safer/

SEMINAR FEES
Seminar’s fees are 300€/participant. Speakers, session chairpersons and 3 participants per ESReDA member
organisation are exempted.
Members of the ESRA Technical Committees (TCs) on “Simulation & Stochastic Modelling” and on “Maintenance
Modelling & Applications” are exempted, in the same terms as ESReDA member organisations, upon explicit request
and up to the limit of the available budget (a first-come-first-serve basis will be applied to the requests for exemptions).
Other members of ESRA, not members of the above mentioned TCs, may request exemption of the seminar fee which
will be granted provided that budget is still available.

GALA DINNER
A gala dinner is organised in the evening of Tuesday, May 8th. The contribution for the Gala Dinner is 20€.
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32nd ESReDA Seminar on
Maintenance Modelling and Applications
May 08-09, 2007
Hotel dei Pini
Località Le Bombarde
Alghero (SS)
Italy

REGISTRATION FORM

Title

:

[Mr., Mrs, Dr., Prof., ….] .................................................................

Name

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Affiliation

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Address

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

City/State

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Zip

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Country

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Phone/Mobile :

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Fax

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

E-mail

:

......................................... ...........................................………...…..

Please, activate the appropriate case:
Speaker (1st auther), Chairperson (exempted from fees)
ESReDA member organisation (exempted from fees)
ESRA Technical Committee on “Simulation & Stochastic Modelling” or “Maintenance
Modelling & Applications” (exempted from fees, see details in the announcement)
I pay the ESReDA Seminar fee (300€)
I would participate to the Gala Diner (20€/person):
20x……………… = ……
The total is payable only by bank transfer to : Fortis Bank-Deinze Bank, Tolpoortstraat 17, Deinze,
B-9800, Belgium / IBAN : BE69 0012 3728 1678/BIC : GEBABEBB36A)
ESReDA is a non-profit international association declared in Belgium under the following
references: Registration N°: 0452522618/Siret:E00005802. ESReDA is not subjected to the AVT.
This registration form does not include any Hotel reservation. Your hotel booking should be done
directly with the hotel.
Please mail your reply to Mohamed Eid (Mohamed.eid@cea.fr), for registration
Phone :
+33169083175
Fax :
+33169089935
ESReDA: European Safety, Reliability & Data Association
Association internationale sans but lucratif, régis par la loi Belge du 27 Juin 1921-Titre III
Headquarter: ESReDA, rue Gachard 88 Bte 14, B-1050 Bruxelles, Belgium
Registration N°: 0452522618-Siret:E00005802

Philadelphia Section
January 2007:
The Evolution of RFID � Next Wave Principles, Challenges, & Solutions � Gene
Fedors
The RFID Technical Institute, in cooperation with the International RFID Business
Association, has assembled for the IMAPS Keystone Chapter a concentrated, thought
provoking session on �RFID Next Wave Principles, Challenges, & Solutions�.
This brief dinner program takes a whole solution, end-to-end look at the latest elements of
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, and how these new capabilities are
facilitation the practical, justifiable use of this next generation auto-identification technology
to lower costs, improve productivity, and create competitive advantage.
Topics for this session included:
Key components for next wave RFID solutions
RFID infrastructure versus application perspective
Physics, environment, and RFID program success
Technology Maturity Tipping Points and RFID solution viability
RFID barriers, drivers, and justification
Implementation challenges
RFID and organizational realignment
Getting �RFID Smart-Fast-RightTM�
The Generalization of �Elementary� Circuit Analysis to Electromagnetics � Dr. Jack
Nachamkin
Students in elementary circuit analysis are taught to reduce relatively complicated circuits to
interacting current loops that usually lower the number of equations to solve.� Generally,
the process of reducing a simple circuit to loops is done by inspection.� The choice of
which loops to choose is almost always arbitrary.
By casting the circuit analysis equations into impedance-matrix form, it is immediately
obvious how many loops are needed and strategies for the reduction.� �Reduction to
loops� is accomplished by a similarity transformation applied to the sparse sub-matrix that
describes Kirchhoff�s Law conservation at nodes.� The similarity transformation produces
a single number (unity) in each row, and no more than a single number in each column.�
This transformation is not unique but any such transformation determines the loops to be
calculated.

The question arises:� �Is the reduction to loops in non-radiating circuit theory the
zero-frequency limit of a more general process that can be used to calculate radiating
circuits and electromagnetic scattering?�� The answer is:� �Yes, with restrictions that
probably will disappear with more analysis�.
The �Method of Moments� (MoM) also involves solving an impedance matrix, but it is not
evident that quantities analogous to current loops can be derived from the MoM impedance
matrix.� The reason for this is the subtle fact that the �standard� MoM analysis can,
many times, be viewed as an incomplete description of an electromagnetic interaction which
often leads to �overkill� in the calculation.� Especially on a piecewise-continuous
support, application of a modified form of Kirchhoff�s Laws appends a sparse matrix to a
modified form of MoM that assumes analyticity of the waves and currents, except at
boundaries.� A similarity transformation of this sparse matrix also rearranges the matrix
elements of the dense matrix and results in the appearance of coupled modes that cannot
be identified as currents except in the limit of zero frequency.� The research also was able
to address the conundrum of placement of computational in MoM calculations, with close
association with signal processing concepts.
March 2007:
Intellectual Property � Stanton D. Weinstein
This presentation was intended to provide an overview of intellectual property.� Mr.
Weinstein introduced the concept of intellectual property and its protection.� He then
discussed some different forms of intellectual property protection.
Near-infrared Based Functional Brain Monitoring � Dr. Scott C. Bunce and Kurtulus
Izzetoglu
Current state-of-the-art technology being developed at Drexel University and University of
Pennsylvania is called functional near-infrared sensor (fNIR).� fNIR technology uses
specific wavelengths of light, introduced at the scalp, to enable the non-invasive
measurement of changes in the relative ratios of deoxygenated hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) and
oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) in the capillary beds during brain activity.� This
technology allows the design of portable, safe, affordable, non-invasive, and minimally
intrusive monitoring systems.� These qualities make fNIR suitable for the study of
hemodynamic changes due to cognitive and emotional brain activity under many working
and educational conditions, as well as in the field.
May 2007:
Entrepreneurial Engineers � Drivers of the Economy � Dr. Tom Cassel

Engineers and scientists around the globe launch high-tech companies to move their ideas
to the market.� Studies show that the majority of innovative products and services in our
economy evolve from such entrepreneurial ventures.� This technological innovation, in
turn, is the primary driver of real growth in the economy.� The US has the world�s greatest
infrastructure for fostering entrepreneurial ventures.� But, as increasing numbers of
engineering jobs are outsourced to overseas suppliers, it is of vital importance that our
students continue to pursue careers in engineering and the sciences.� America must
maintain its edge as the world�s largest technological innovator. �It is, therefore, critical to
the future health of the country�s economy that creative engineers and scientists, with
intrinsic leadership abilities, continue to be trained in our universities.� By providing
knowledge and skills important to the creation and leadership of such startups, the
Engineering Entrepreneurship Program at the University of Pennsylvania�s School of
Engineering & Applied Sciences aims to train the founders and leaders of tomorrow�s
high-tech ventures.� The Program is designed specifically for engineers and scientists.�
Courses are approached from the perspective of the student whose primary interest is in
technological innovation, whose primary concentration is on engineering and science
courses, and who has little or no prior business education.

New Imaging Techniques and Systems for Microscopic Biomechanics:� Direct
Measurement of Deformations in Soft Tissues using Polarized Light and Digital Image
Correlation � Todd C. Doehring, Ph.D.
Parallel collagen fibers such as ligaments and tendons are composed of fiber bundles, or
fascicles, enclosed in a sheath of reticular membrane.� Although the functional behavior of
these tissues is reasonably well known, knowledge of the structural and biomechanical
properties at the �mesostructural� scale (i.e. fascicle or fiber scale) is very limited.�
Understanding the fiber scale behavior of the tissue during loading is critical to
understanding tissue pathologies; in particular the processes involved in injury and healing,
and for the development of improved functional tissue engineered constructs.
We present here some interesting new techniques for visualizing collagen fibers in fresh
tissues using elliptically polarized light.� This technique allows the underlying fiber structure
of fresh tissues to be visualized and quantified without the need for staining, fixation, or any
other procedure.� Combining this imaging technique with digital image capture and
correlation algorithms (developed in-house) we are able to, for the first time, measure in-situ
internal deformations of tissues directly.� Methods and results will be presented for
Achilles� tendon tissues, and aortic valves.
Sincerely,
Fulvio E. Oliveto

Chairman, Reliability Chapter
Philadelphia Section

Twin Cities RS Chapter
�

Held a successful spring session with 32 people at the March Meeting to hear
Jim McLinn speak on Reliability predictions.
In April Perry Parendo documented the synergy between DOE and FMEAs
before a crowd of 27.
In May we held a birthday party to document the 10th anniversary for the Twin
Cities Chapter.
Elections were held: re-elected� Larry Akre as Chair, Frank Costabilo as Vice
Chair and Jim McLinn as Treasurer and 4 people for the steering committee. A
planning session is scheduled for July to get a fall program going. Membership
continues to slowly climb.
�
Jim McLinn

Minnesota Reliability Consortium � composed of the Twin Cities Reliability Society,� IEST
and the Reliability Division of ASQ
MRC schedule for 2006/07�

Jan 16, 2007 � Dr. Julio Pulido, Director of World Wide Reliability at Thermo King presented
�Reliability of Mobile Systems� at Thermo King with 29 people present. �Before the talk a tour
of the facilities showed how the Mobile air conditioning systems were developed and tested.
Feb 20, 2007 � Kevin Becker, Senior Reliability Engineer at Hutchinson Tech and graduating
student from the U of Maryland program presented �Probabilistic Risk Assessment� at Unisys
before 27 engineers. Kevin covered the theory of probabilistic approaches as well as specific
examples. This was based upon a class he took as part of the masters program at Maryland.
March 20, 2007 � James McLinn, Senior Reliability Engineer at Teradyne presented a talk on the
�Myths surrounding Reliability Predictions� at Emerson process before 32 interested engineers. He
covered the common fallacies about the value of predictions and showed how summing up component
numbers isn�t simulating a real system. Real field data was presented to show the gap between
prediction methods and what actually happens. This was based upon an analysis of the last 20 years of
trends predictions.
April 17, 2007 � Perry Parendo, a consultant, presented an interesting topic of what Design of
Experiments has Failure Mode Effects Analysis. The session was a Teradyne before 27 excited
people. Perry showed how these tools can work hand-in-hand to estimate reliability.
May 15, 2007 � Elections were held at this meeting and new officers elected for the coming year.
Larry Akre was elected Chair, Frank Costabilo Vice Chair and Jim McLinn Treasurer of the Twin
Cities RS chapter. Four people were selected for a steering committee. The evening was completed by
a birthday picnic with cake to celebrate the 10 th anniversary of the Twin Cities chapter.
The Twin Cities RS chapter will develop a new fall program over the summer at a series of planning
sessions. The program will begin in September.
Contact James McLinn at 763 498-8814 or JMReL2@Aol.com for more details.

Part I
(see upcoming newsletters for part II and III)

IEEE Reliability Society Annual Technology Report
Reliability Landscape, Progress, and Challenges
Dr. Samuel Keene, FIEEE
VP Technical Operations
February 15, 2007
The Latest Reliability Standard In Development at the IEEE-RS - IEEE
P1624 – Louis Gullo (Louis_J_Gullo@raytheon.com)
IEEE P1624 is the Guide for Organizational Reliability Capability. IEEE P1624 is a
method to assist designers in the selection of suppliers that includes assessment of the
suppliers’ capability to design and manufacture products meeting the customers’
reliability requirements. Also, IEEE P1624 includes methods for identifying the
shortcomings in reliability programs which can be rectified by subsequent improvement
actions.
This guide provides a set of key practices for an organization that is involved in the
design and development of a reliable product. This guide supports the analyst who is
tasked:
– To assess the reliability capability level of an organization
– To determine the reliability maturity level of an organization
– To select reliability process improvement strategies for an organization to overcome
weaknesses identified during a capability assessment and reflected in the maturity levels
of their reliability practices; and to identify the most critical areas for reliability capability
improvement.
This standard has been in development for 3 years. It is currently going through final
edits to prepare it for IEEE Standards Balloting.

Design for Reliability Committee -- Dev Raheja (Draheja@aol.com)
The vision (mission) for Design for Reliability is to teach design professionals on how to
design for Zero Mission Aborting Failures while achieving the conflicting goal of high
return on investment. There will be failures from unknown failure modes but there
should be no failures from the known failure modes. Therefore the emphasis is on
proving that the design concept is such that it does permit failures of a critical nature. An
article on this vision was published in the August 2006 Reliability Society Newsletter.
The title was “New Paradigms for Design for Reliability”.
Some activities were: conducted a DFR Panel at the IEEE System Integration and
Reliability Improvement Conference in Hanoi; made many engineers aware of the work

of this committee at the SSDD conferences; and presented the new paradigm for the US
Army FCS (Future Combat Systems) Reliability Road Shows.
Publishing a textbook is in planning. The chapters will be first published in various
journals to obtain feedback. Some proposed chapters are: Requirements Driven Focus,
Interface Management, Change Management, Risk Management and Exception
Handling, Writing Good Specifications, Reliability Improvement Techniques, Design for
Robustness, Design for Extremes, FMECAs to Improve Design, Influencing Design
Through Stress Analysis, HALT / HASS Testing to Improve Designs, and Design for
Prognostics.

Software Reliability and Six Sigma – Samuel Keene (s.keene@ieee.org)
Pair Programming, a more effective development technique -- Samuel Keene
(s.keene@ieee.org)
Pair Programming, a more effective development technique, was experienced by this
Committee’s Chair, before he realized this technique had a name. This Chair, teamed
with a colleague from Brussels, to build the reliability model for the Hong Kong airport
communications system, just before it opened in July 1998. We teamed together to build
the model working on a single computer station. The task was three years delayed in
completion and we completed the modeling and analysis in 30 days, working together.
The Chair personally found this to be one of the most focused and satisfying development
periods of his professional career. Later he discovered that this process is called “Pair
Programming”. This development approach is much more satisfying, has far fewer bugs,
and adds additional costs estimated to be only 15%, which is made up in releasing of far
better quality code (c.f., http://collaboration.csc.ncsu.edu/laurie/Papers/XPSardinia.PDF.
The success of this approach has been supported by psychological studies, as described
below.
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, University of Chicago, has studied for the past 25 years what
has made people enjoy their work, and he has found what makes people feel good in their
work situation. The type of activities which people all over the world consistently report
as most rewarding - - that is, which makes them feel best - -involve a clear objective, a
need for concentration so intense that no attention is left over, a lack of interruptions and
distractions, clear and immediate feedback on the progress toward the objective, and a
sense of challenge -- the perception that one’s skills are adequate, but just adequate to
cope with the task at hand.
When people find themselves in these conditions they lose their self consciousness and
sense of time. They report the task itself becomes the end rather than a means to
something more satisfying, like money or prestige (James P Womack and Daniel T Jones,
“Lean Thinking”, Free Press, NY,NY, 2003, page 65). Studies show that pair
programming produce more compact code, at 70% fewer errors, for the extra 15%
programming hours ( http://collaboration.csc.ncsu.edu/laurie/Papers/XPSardinia.PDF).

Reliability modeling and Software Reliability Education challenge – Bret Michael
(bmichael@nps.edu)
Current textbooks on software system reliability are not in step with current software
engineering theory and practice (e.g., test automation via model-based testing, agile
programming). How can we encourage members of the community to write (or revise
existing) textbooks to modern software engineering. We need to address this issue to
support the academics who are educating the next generation of reliability engineers.
•

The IEEE Software Reliability Practice, P1633, is in final editing and review.
Professor Schneidewind (has spearheaded the update of the
AIAA 1993 standard of the same name.

Mechanical Reliability – Dick Doyle (ddoyle@ddoyle.cts.com)
Mechanical considerations can dominate reliability concerns
Modern systems are incorporating complex electro-mechanical sensors to monitor the
health of the system. These sensors require detailed electrical and mechanical reliability
analysis for the prediction of the failure rate of the sensor. To determine the reliability of
the entire system, it is necessary to combine the electrical and mechanical reliability with
the software reliability.
It becomes apparent that all three reliability estimates are extremely important in
determining the system reliability. Electrical, Mechanical, and Software reliability must
be calculated separately and combined. This is particularly true if the mechanical portion
is a major contributor to the failure rate of the system.
The mechanical portion of the system is a major contributor to the failure rate if: 1.) The
system involves rotating or moving equipment, or 2.) The system is operating in a harsh
or corrosive environment, or 3.) The equipment is subjected to high accelerations or high
stresses.

DoD Current Perspective – Tom Fagan (tfagan@ChannelLogistics.com)
DoD Improvement Approach
Within DOD most advances are being made not with platform improvements (airplanes,
ships, tanks), but with improvements in C4ISR, Network Centric Warfare and Command
& Control. These include C2 of UAV's both tactical and strategic even to the point that if
an enemy shoots at a UAV there are acoustic sensors that detect where the sound came
from and can slew the UAV and sensors to that location in real time and shoot back. In
the Port Security area, there are major initiatives in data base sharing among US
Agencies (and coalition Partners) as well as implementation of rules based expert systems
that assign threat levels to all cargo vessels entering US Ports. Thus the the Coast Guard

knows which vessels to interdict, which crew members to interrogate, and what to look
for. Other areas of significant activity include secure communications, encryption of cell
phone voice and data, and ad hoc networking. The US Army also has a robust battery
development program to make battlefield batteries and power sources smaller, better,
lighter, and cheaper. Funding for R&D in the FY 08 Defense Budget is expected to be
similar to the DOD FY 07 budget at about 8%.
C4ISR: Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance.
UAV: Unmanned Airborne Vehicle. What used to be called drones but now is a
family of vehicles flying at various altitudes and with a multitude of sensors and
missions.

Other ATR 2007 Contents
Part II (Contained in the next newsletter issue (September 2007))
Implementing Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) Equipment in Rugged
Applications – Lon Chase (l.chase@ieee.org)
Automotive Reliability - Yang, Guangbin (G.) [gyang1@ford.com]
System of Systems Challenges to be addressed by the reliability community Bret Michael – (bmichael@nps.edu)
Warranty – Judy Koslov (Judith.Koslov@Sun.COM)
Reliability technology patent – Louis Guillo (louis.gullo@ieee.org)
Nano Technology and Health Care – Bill Tonti (wtonti@us.ibm.com)

Part III (Coming in the newsletter issue after next (December 2007))
On line web reliability education (CEUs) – Marilyn Catis (IEEE EA mg.catis@ieee.org)
Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) / Condition Based Maintenance
(CBM) – Dennis Hoffman (d.hoffman@ieee.org)

CALL FOR WORKSHOP PROPOSALS
COMPSAC 2007- 31st Annual International Computer Software
and Applications Conference
Beijing, July 24-27, 2OO7
---------------------------------------------------------I'd like to inform fellow members of� The IEEE Reliability
Society about an opportunity to propose and run workshops on
the Society related subjects in conjunction with the 31st
COMPSAC.
Workshops of COMPSAC 2007- 31st Annual International
Computer Software and Applications Conference
July 24-27, 2007
Beijing, China
Proposals for workshops are solicited for consideration of
affiliation with COMPSAC 2007. Affiliated workshops will be
held in conjunction and co-located with the conference and
other affiliated workshops.
The deadline for initial workshop proposals is 08 December
2006.
Dec. 15, 2006: Feedback provided to the workshop proposers
Dec. 31, 2006: Final workshop proposal submission
The formats for initial and final proposals are available at
the conference site.
The full CFP is attached.
Enquiries:
Atilla Elci, aelci@ieee.org,
T: +903926302843
F: +903923650711
Web address:
http://conferences.computer.org/compsac/2007/workshop.html.
Sponsored by: IEEE & IEEE Computer Society
�
Greetings,
Have a good day. / Iyi g�nler dilerim.
Atilla El�i
http://cmpe.emu.edu.tr/aelci/
http://conferences.computer.org/compsac/2006/ESAS.html
http://www.sinconf.org/�� http://www.abg-sinconf.org/
http://conferences.computer.org/compsac/2007/
-----------------------------------------------------------CALL FOR WORKSHOP PROPOSALS
COMPSAC 2007- 31st Annual International Computer Software
and Applications Conference
Beijing, July 24-27, 2OO7
COMPSAC is a major international forum for researchers,
practitioners, managers, and policy makers interested in
computer software and applications. Starting with 2006,
COMPSAC is designated as the IEEE Computer Society Signature
Conference on Software Technology and Applications. Based on
this designation COMPSAC organizers are able to work with

other key functions of the Computer Society to create more
values for the conference volunteers and participants.
�
Proposals for workshops are solicited for consideration of
affiliation with COMPSAC 2007. Affiliated workshops will be
held in conjunction and co-located with the conference and
other affiliated workshops. The purpose of these workshops
is to provide a platform for presenting novel ideas in a
less formal and possibly more focused way than the
conference itself. As such, they also offer a good
opportunity for young researchers to present their work and
to obtain feedback from an interested community. Workshop
organizers are responsible for establishing a program
committee, collecting and evaluating submissions, notifying
authors of acceptance or rejection in due time, and ensuring
a transparent and fair selection process, organizing
selected papers into sessions, and assigning session chairs.
Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit a
one-page concept paper proposing a workshop to the 31st
COMPSAC Workshop Chair, Atilla Elci (atilla.elci [at]
emu.edu.tr), by Dec. 8, 2006. Submission may be made by
e-mail with "COMPSAC Preliminary Workshop Proposal" in the
subject header and supplying data on the Preliminary
Workshop Proposal Format. Feedback will be provided to the
workshop proposers by Dec. 15, 2006. An accepted proposal
will then be detailed using the Final Workshop Proposal
Format by its organizers. Other important due dates are
mentioned below.
The selection of the workshops to be included in the final
COMPSAC program will be based upon several factors,
including the scientific / technical interest of the topics,
the quality of the proposal, balance and distinctness of
workshop topics, and the capacity of the conference workshop
program.
Workshops use the same paper submission system with COMPSAC
2007. Proceedings of the COMPSAC Workshops will be printed
as a separate volume by IEEE Computer Society Press to be
made available to all conference registrants on site. All
workshop papers will as well be electronically available
through IEEE Xplore Digital Database. Any further
information needed for preparing a workshop proposal can be
obtained by contacting the COMPSAC Workshop Chair. 31st
COMPSAC web site, too, (http://www.compsac.org/) is a source
of first hand information.
31st COMPSAC Preliminary Workshop Proposal Format:
(Limited to 1-page, typed double space in 11 pt Times New
Roman)
Workshop title: ...
Primary organizers, their affiliation, and contact details:
...
Proposed duration (select one: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 sessions; 1
session=90 minutes): ...
A statement of goals for the workshop: ...
Workshop theme: ...
Likely participants: ...
31st COMPSAC Final Workshop Proposal Format:

(Limited to 3-pages, typed double space in 11 pt Times New
Roman)
Workshop title: ...
Primary organizers, their affiliation, and contact details:
...
Proposed duration (select one: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 sessions; 1
session=90 minutes): ...
A statement of goals for the workshop: ...
Workshop theme: ...
Likely participants: ...
Description of the workshop: suggested items are as follows:
expected achievements, importance, program committee, format
(paper presentations, discussion sessions, etc.), plans for
call for papers / participation, plans for publicity,...
31st COMPSAC important dates for workshops:
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

08,
15,
31,
23,
15,
15,

2006:
2006:
2006:
2007:
2007:
2007:

Preliminary Workshop Proposal submission
Feedback provided to the workshop proposers
Final workshop proposal submission
Full paper and short paper due
Decision notification (electronic)
Camera-ready copy and author registration due

Note: The 31st COMPSAC Steering Committee will allocate
sessions to each workshop within the constraints of space
availability and the likely interest of the attendees in the
workshop. Please be advised to organize your workshop early
and request for adequate space as soon as your effort turns
out to be fruitful. The COMPSAC Workshop Chair will work
closely with the primary organizers to ensure a successful
workshop.
Issue Date: Oct. 16, 2006.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
The First IEEE International Workshop on
Testing Emerging Software Technology (TEST'07)
in conjunction with COMPSAC07
Beijing, China, July 24, 2007
THEME OF THE WORKSHOP
Costs entailed by software failures demonstrate that the systematic
development of software in a certain quality is still a challenge,
even after decades of research. A reason for this can certainly be
found within the single projects. Often, known techniques of quality
assurance are not employed as required due to deadline and budget
restrictions. However, another reason is also the lack of techniques
for quality assurance, software testing in particular, for specific
types of software, such as software developed according to specific
programming and modeling techniques or software using certain
technologies.
In recent years, various approaches have been proposed for software
development. These approaches range from technologies such as the EJB
component model to methodologies such as aspect-oriented programming.
Even though these approaches have obviously the potential to improve
software development in a certain aspect, they often face the tester
with new challenges. The theme of the proposed workshop is efficient
and effective testing of emerging software technology.
It focuses on such emerging technologies and considers the testing
of respective applications.
Emerging technologies considered include
but are not limited to the following:
* Component-based systems
* Aspect-oriented development
* Model-driven development
* Web-based applications
* Web service applications
* Mobile application development
* Wireless systems and applications
* Service-oriented systems and architectures
* Agile software development
* Pair programming
GOALS OF THE WORKSHOP

This workshop is intended to provide an effective forum for
researchers and industry practitioners to exchange innovative ideas
and state-of-the-art research, share experience and lessons learned
from academic research projects as well as real world projects, and
discuss issues, challenges, needs, and solutions in the verification,
validation and quality assurance in software development using
emerging technologies. Topics for submission include, but are not
limited to, the following:
* Test models, methods, and coverage criteria for emerging technologies
* Innovative verification and validation methods and tools for
emerging technologies
* Design for testability for emerging technologies, including built-in
test or self-test techniques
* Regression testing issues, strategies, and techniques
* Test automation, tools and frameworks for emerging technologies
* Testability analysis for emerging technologies
* Reliability models, and quality metrics for emerging technologies
* Performance evaluation models, measurements, and tools for emerging
technologies
* Quality assurance issues, challenges, processes, models, and methods
* Industrial and academic case studies and experience reports on
testing and quality assurance for emerging technologies
HISTORY:
The workshop aims at attracting both researchers from academic and
industrial institutions and practitioners from industry. It is a merger
and expansion of the International Workshop on Quality
Assurance and Testing for Web-Based Applications (QATBWA) and the
International Workshop on Testing and Quality Assurance for
Component-Based Systems Testing Component-Based Software (TQACBS).
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Fevzi Belli, University of Paderborn,Germany
T.Y. Chen, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia
Shing-Chi Cheung, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong
Giuseppe A. Di Lucca, University of Sannio, Italy
Sudipto Ghosh, Colorado State University, USA
Rob Hierons, Brunel University, UK
Jose Carlos Maldonado, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Atif Memon, University of Maryland, USA
Paul Strooper, Queensland's U, Australia
Wei-Tek Tsai, Arizona State University, USA
T.H. Tse, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Eric Wong, University of Texas at Dallas, USA
Tao Xie, North Carolina State University, USA
Baowen Xu, Southeast University, China
Dianxiang Xu, North Dokato State University, USA
IMPORTANT DATES
Feb. 23, 2007: Deadline for paper submission
Mar. 30, 2007: Decision notification (electronic)
Apr. 30, 2007: Camera-ready copy and author registration due
SUBMISSION
Papers must be submitted electronically via the TEST'07 Submission
Page at http://compsac.cs.iastate.edu/2007/TEST/.
Please follow the
instructions posted on the web site.
The format of submitted papersshould follow the guidelines
for IEEE conference proceedings. All papers will be
carefully reviewed by at least three reviewers and
acceptance depends on reviewer feedback.
Accepted papers will be published in the workshop proceedings of the
31st IEEE Computer Software and Applications Conference (COMPSAC 2007).
At least one of the authors of each accepted paper must
register as a full participant of the workshop to have the paper
published in the proceedings.
ORGANIZERS
Program Chairs
Sami Beydeda ZIVIT Germany
sami.beydeda@zivit.de
David Kung University of Texas at Arlington USA
kung@cse.uta.edu
Steering Committee
Sami Beydeda ZIVIT Germany sami.beydeda@zivit.de
Jerry Gao San Jose State University USA jerrygao@email.sjsu.edu
David Kung University of Texas at Arlington USA kung@cse.uta.edu
Hong Zhu
Oxford Brookes University UK hzhu@brookes.ac.uk

INQUIRIES
For TEST, please contact the Workshop Organizers.
For COMPSAC, please
visit http://conferences.computer.org/compsac/2007/.

IEEE Conference: IEEE GOLD at International Engineering Management
Conference
�����������
This year�s IEEE International Engineering Management Conference on �Managing
Creativity� will be held 29 July - 1 August at the Hyatt Lost Pines Resort and
Spa in Austin, Texas, USA.� We expect around 500 engineers and engineering
managers from around the world at this stimulating event which will recharge and
energize your career.
We are especially excited about our tracks for young people, including �
�
Legos MindstormsTM Robot building activity and competition for students
�
Inspiring words about leadership and space exploration from James Kennedy,
former director of the Kennedy Space Center
�
Panels and lectures focused on �Making the Transition from Engineer to
Manager.�
In addition, plan to attend thought-provoking keynote talks from
�
Dan Heath, co-author of the New York Times and Wall Street Journal
bestselling business book "Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others
Die," published by Random House in January 2007
�
Gerhard Fischer, who will speak on �Meta-Design and Social Creativity�
The conference activities include family activities such as live entertainment,
golf, horseback riding and river rafting as well as a great lineup of speakers.
IEEE GOLD has issued a second call for papers (attached), with a deadline of 31
May; submit your papers now to GOLDtrack@iemc07.org.
Register now at the conference web site http://www.iemc07.org
See you soon at this exciting event!

Best,
Leslie
Leslie Martinich
VP Publications, IEEE Engineering Management Society
Chapter Chair, IEEE Central Texas EMS
President, Competitive Focus
email: lmartinich@ieee.org
email: leslie@competitivefocus.com

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

2nd International Workshop on Secure Information Systems
(SIS'07)
������������ ��October 15-17, 2007, Wisla, Poland
������������ �����http://www.sis.imcsit.org/
----------------------------------------------------------------------The 2nd International Workshop on Secure Information Systems (SIS'07)
will be held in Wisla, Poland on October 15-17, 2007, in conjunction
with the International Multiconference on Computer Science and
Information Technology http://www.imcsit.org/
The conference and the workshop are organized in cooperation with the
Poland Chapter of the IEEE Computer Society and with the Systems
Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Science.
The SIS workshop is envisioned as a forum to promote the exchange of
ideas and results addressing complex security issues that arise in
modern information systems. We aim at bringing together a community of
security researchers and practitioners working in such divers areas as
networking security, antivirus protection, intrusion detection,
cryptography, security protocols, and others. We would like to promote
an integrated view at the security of information systems.
As information systems evolve, becoming more complex and ubiquitous,
issues relating to security, privacy and dependability become more
critical. At the same time, the global and distributed character of
modern computing - typically involving interconnected heterogeneous
execution environments - introduces many new and challenging
engineering
and scientific problems. Providing protection against increasingly
sophisticated attacks requires strengthening the interaction between
different security communities, e.g. antivirus and networking. New
technologies lead to the emergence of new threats and attack
strategies,
involving smart mobile devices, peer-to-peer networks, instant
messaging, VoIP, mesh networks or even networked consumer devices,
such
as house appliances or cars. Furthermore, the increasing openness of
the
communications infrastructure results in novel threats and can
jeopardize critical enterprise and public infrastructure, such as
industrial automation and process control systems. Not only it is
estimated that half of all Web applications and Internet storefronts

still contain some security vulnerabilities, but secure commerce
applications are also exposed to increasingly elaborate attacks,
including spyware, phishing and other social engineering methods.
In order to develop a secure system, security has to be considered in
all phases of the lifecycle and adequately addressed in all layers of
the system. At the same time, good engineering has to take into
account
both scientific and economic aspects of every solution: the cost of
security has to be carefully measured against its benefits - in
particular the expected cost of mitigated risks. Most companies and
individuals treat security measures in information system as a
necessary, but often uncomfortable, overhead. The increasing
penetration
of computing in all domains of everyday life means that security of
critical business systems is often managed and maintained by personnel
who are not knowledgeable in the field. This highlights the importance
of usability and ease of configuration of security mechanism and
protocols.
Covered topics include (but are not limited to):
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Access control
Adaptive security
Cryptography
Copyright protection
Cyberforensics
Digital rights management
Honeypots
Intrusion detection
Network security
Privacy
Secure commerce
Security exploits
Security policies
Security protocols
Security services
Security evaluation and prediction
Software protection
Trusted computing
Threat modeling
Usability and security
Viruses and worms
Zero-configuration security mechanisms

PAPER SUBMISSION AND PUBLICATION

Authors should submit draft papers (as Postscript, PDF of MSWord
file).
Their total length should not exceed 10 pages of (LNCS style). While
preparing your papers, please use templates available at the
correspondent WWW site (http://www.imcsit.org/).
Paper will be refereed and accepted on the basis of their scientific
merit and the relevance to the workshop.
Accepted and presented papers will be included into the Conference
Proceedings and published on a CD (ISSN 1896-7094).
Extended versions of selected papers will be published in an
international journal (to be announced).
DATES
Submission of Papers:������������������ June 25, 2007
Notification of Acceptance:������������ August 6, 2007
Camera-Ready Papers:������������������� September 7, 2007
Conference:���������������������������� October
15-17, 2007
WORKSHOP CHAIR:
Konrad Wrona, SAP Research, France
Krzysztof Szczypiorski, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
PROGRAM COMMITTEE:
Nicolas T. Courtois, University College of London, UK
Lech J. Janczewski, University of Auckland, New Zealand
Silke Holtmans, Nokia Research, Finland
Kamil Kulesza, IFTR PAS, Poland and University of Cambridge, UK
Miroslaw Kutylowski, Wroclaw University of Technology, Poland
Josef Pieprzyk,� Macquarie University, Australia
Sugata Sanyal, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Andreas Schaad, SAP Research, Germany
Janusz Stoklosa, Poznan University of Technology, Poland
Osamu Takata,� Hitachi Europe Ltd.
Johnson Thomas, Oklahoma State University, Tulsa, USA
Thomas Walter, DoCoMo Labs Europe, Germany

